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Photography is primarily concerned with time. From selecting the moment to take the
picture to setting the shutter speed, timing informs the photograph as much as light. It is a postmortem medium, meaning it only shows what passed before the shutter at a time that has since
passed. Theorist Elizabeth Freeman states, “Photographic media, like works of historiography,
inevitably posit “a different when from that of the spectator” and thus “participate in a cultural
terrain of historicity” (Freeman xviii). But photographs are not just snippets of the past frozen
into little rectangles of gelatin, pixels, or pigment. They can also stretch, elongate, or freeze
time, or reveal it to be in motion. As a queer, I am acutely conscious of the ways in which
straight approaches of temporality and history leave my community without history, without
memory, and without future. My own photographic and photo-conceptual practice have always
centered what is often called “queer community.” The ties, demands, and rewards of such
community demand the recognition that time is not linear. The past is present every time one of
my queer friends, lovers, and extended family members—also the people in the pictures—faces
the consequences of hundreds of years of homophobia. The future is present every time they
insist on thriving regardless. In my work, I strive towards forms that can represent this dynamic
queer relation to time.
I understand time through my queerness. I draw from the past—as recent as moments
ago to as long as decades ago—to rethink history and futurity, and to summon the future queers
deserve. Linear time is not the way I experience the world—in my life, time has not passed in
logical, structured ways. Instead, I have grown up not only queer, but with personal and familial
ties to many communities where age, adolescence, and social reproduction function totally
differently from the straight world: Radical Faeries, leathermen, punks, trainriding travelers, sex
workers, and trans people. For all these people, traditional temporal markers like marriage,
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graduation, the working day, etc., are either inaccessible or undesirable. The lack of these
markers makes historians, especially ones with investments in white supremacist capitalist
patriarchy, unlikely to record my life and the lives of those I love. David Wojnarowicz spoke
often about his fear of not being remembered, and though he is now canonical, the piers where
he once made love and art are in danger of disappearing into a sanitized history of New York. In
art historian Fiona Anderson’s book on Wojnarowicz and the waterfront, she approaches this
problem. A more multi-temporal approach to recording history, suggests Anderson, could be a
collaborative process that “engages social, historical, and aesthetic imagination to locate where
narratives of cultural history are embedded in the historic urban landscape” (Anderson). In other
words, photography can be a tool of recording history, but it can also reflect the complexity of
that history and hint at other ways of being through visualizing cross-temporal connections.
For me, no place exemplifies and inspires this dynamic understanding of time more than
the waterfront. I am drawn to the waterfront as a site of queer potentiality. The shoreline has
always attracted queerness and queer possibility. The iconic first lines of the homosocial text
Moby-Dick comment on the need to visit the ocean to get lost and find oneself: “If they knew it,
almost all men in their degree, some time or other, cherish very nearly the same feelings toward
the ocean with me” (Melville 1). History is studded with stories of sailors practicing
homosexuality at sea and by the docks, both for love and for money. For many butch women,
particularly after the post-war surge in women at work, employment in the navy yard was one of
their only options—and like the sailors, they searched the docks and adjacent streets for intimacy
and sexual contact. By the 1970s, New York queers had begun to repurpose decaying urban
shipping yards into cruising spots and occasionally, as art spaces, like the abandoned Pier 34,
where Wojnarowicz painted his “Gagging Cow at the Pier.” Such buildings now lacked what
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Anderson calls the “prescriptive spatial narratives that well-maintained architectural spaces
produce,” encouraging gay men to lose themselves completely in the twists and turns of
abandoned warehouses—sometimes for days on end, as a character does in Larry Kramer’s 1979
autobiographical novel, Faggots. Queers are still, as we have been, drawn to the waterfront as a
site of deregulation, of temporary autonomy just beyond the reach of societal regulation. Queer
theorist José Esteban Muñoz, New York’s patron saint of gay utopian futurism, writes, “Straight
time tells us that there is no future but the here and now of our everyday life” (Muñoz). The
shorelines of New York, from the West Side piers to the beaches of Far Rockaway, offer an
elsewhere for us to exist within, even if just for an afternoon or evening.
Inherent to queerness is the act of cruising, or the process of looking for new sexual
partners in streets, parks, bathrooms, or unregulated public spaces such as abandoned buildings.
My camera looks for those fleeting opportunities too, seeking to capture the feeling of fleeting
encounter rather than the act. I utilize long-exposure photography and artificial lighting to
emphasize the kinetic world of queer action in ghost-like images imbued with a sense of
motion. Instead of just looking for sex, my camera looks for the moments that reflect my desired
vision of a utopian landscape. “Landscape art,” wrote Munoz, “depicts a natural order, but it
does not do so neutrally. Landscape art represents the ways in which the world should look, feel,
and be” (Muñoz 141)—and therefore, he argued, those in power in the art world have far too
often limited and rejected what landscape art can do or be. I don’t know what my utopian
landscape looks like yet—if I could describe it, I wouldn’t need to create it in images. People in
power—straight, bourgeois people—have controlled my education. They seek to control my
daily perceptions through media and advertising; they want us all to live in what David
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Wojnarowicz called “the pre-invented world.” In that world, “the futility of bourgeois existence
is extended to be that of the human situation in general, of existence per se” (Bloch).
What artistic medium can allow me to show the world this landscape? What offers fuller
narrative complexity than any single image, mimicking both water’s irresolute quality and the
waterfront’s tendency to attract disparate but similarly marginalized people? Collage does. As a
collage of photographs begins to develop its own internal grammar, each photograph becomes
like a word or phrase that, when combined with others, creates sentences—and finally a full
story. (I am inspired here by artists including Lyle Ashton Harris, Wolfgang Tillmans, and AL
Steiner.) One of these large-scale collages, The Waterfront, spans fifteen feet across. It features
many archival photographs, as well as many images I have taken myself—oftentimes in the same
places. Snapshots, landscapes, blurry long-exposure images, portraits, and abstracted images
stack upon one another; oceans, waterfalls, lakes, and streams sometimes blend together. (I am
particularly proud of my choice to maintain the continuity of all horizon lines—in almost every
place where that flat line between water and sky appears, it is matched by another beside or
within it.) Other times, the color of the water or the direction of the wave emphasizes the
separateness of different moments. A rectangular background of blue, irresolute, rippling water
runs behind the whole of the image, evoking the ways in which historical time both isolates and
connects the queers in the photographs. Pinned directly to the gallery wall, photos spring out of
that rectangle in different sizes, sometime escaping it altogether to live alone in white space. Not
all of them feature people, though most do—some are simply of water, or of waves, some clearly
taken from the water with a waterproof camera. Many of the archival images were clearly taken
out of an erotic impulse: they feature beautiful men and boys, spotted in their little suits on the
beach, or sunbathing semi-nude on the cement of the docks. In the upper left corner, a straight
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friend from my early twenties appears, similarly in just trunks: an outlaw punk, he leaps from a
New Hampshire waterfall. Through the trick of collage, he appears destined to land in a different
waterfall, in a different photograph, just below him. Under this waterfall stands another friend,
an outlaw trans woman from much later in my journey. This second waterfall stands on the land
of a queer anarchist rural intentional community so secret and beloved I would feel wrong telling
you its name.
On that sacred ground, I met my partner Stephen, who sits on a pillar in the water of an
abandoned beach in the collage’s lower right corner—and my friend and lover Lee, who floats
on the water of a pond in Provincetown in the center, gazing serenely at the camera—and my
friend and mentor Ceyenne Doroshow, a beloved activist and community mother. (Her
organization, which offers assistance to formerly and currently incarcerated trans women, is
called Girls Living in a Transgender Society, or GLITS—you may have heard about their recent
successful drive to raise several million for the establishment of a halfway house to serve their
clients.) Ceyenne stands in the upper left corner of my collage, arms across her chest. Her quiet
almost-smile communicates the honor she does me by letting me capture a rare moment in which
her charisma is quiet rather than larger-than-life. She’s flanked by Victoria Cruz, an indigenous
trans woman and another beloved community mother—many Riis queers will instinctively
recognize Victoria’s regal presence, always in her tent at the back of the beach, protecting her
children. More celebrities and micro-celebrities also pepper the image, people beloved and
respected not just by me, but by my whole community: California underground pop musician
Ah-Mer-Ah-Su, an alumna of the groundbreaking trans women’s performance act, the Fully
Functional Cabaret; painter Nash Glynn, whose work recently received an extensive writeup in
Artforum by no less a tastemaker than Hari Nef; Dusty Shoulders, who is not only an
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experimental fashion designer, but a performer, theatrical director, award-winning filmmaker
(credits include Sundance), and nightlife icon; Oakland artist Monica Canilao; communist poet
Kay Gabriel…I could go on and on. I mention all these names and describe them to make it clear
that while I am also reaching for a world “not yet here,” as Munoz writes, I am also depicting a
world I do see in the here and now, and that many people do not. To many straight and especially
cisgender people in the art world, the names I’ve just listed might seem unfamiliar, irrelevant, or
inconsequential—but to many queer and most trans artists, or cisgender artists who concern
themselves with trans art, this would not be true.
“Utopia is not prescriptive; it renders potential blueprints of a world not quite here, a
horizon of possibility, not a fixed schema,” Muñoz writes—and I think of how a viewer can
choose their own path through the grammar of a collage. I feel that my decision to include
archival work increases this indeterminacy and polyvocality, both essential qualities for me,
since no single image can show me the ideal queer landscape I seek; rather, it is through the
assemblage of many diverse perspectives and ideas using collage that we can begin to feel
utopia. I name the other artists who appear in The Waterfront to situate myself within a coterie,
to acknowledge the inherently collaborative nature of making art within a queer community,
particularly photographic art: without my fellow artists, whose presences I invoke like helpful
spirits, and without other queers more generally, there couldn’t be any meaning to a practice like
mine—a community-oriented practices of portraiture, research, and collage.
Another way I imbue my work with a sense not only of history but polyvocality and
heterogenous assembly is by making cyanotypes, a process that has not changed since its
creation in 1842. A cyanotype is simply a contact print made with an object or substrate on top
of the paper exposed to sunlight for several minutes, often producing silhouettes lacking
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detail. The slow process refuses to capture objects in motion, favoring inanimate objects more
than living bodies. My approach to cyanotype is less historical and more maximalist,
incorporating the human body into the contact print using a collage method. I decided I would
make a quilt—I liked how the ripples of cloth could mimic those of water, and I liked the way a
quilt evokes both the erotic and the domestic. After all, many readers will here think of Robert
Rauschenberg, and his long-lost cyanotypes with his erstwhile wife Susan Weil, also body prints:
here the piece’s status as a quilt, made of bedsheets, becomes a joke about the symbolic bed of
monogamous heterosexual marriage, since in my image, there are two bodies, and both of them
belong to my life partners. (I have two.) As I mentioned previously, marriage is one of the lines
along which heterosexual time proceeds. I am pushed out of this kind of linear time by my joyful
non-monogamy with these two people, both of whom are also displaced from time by virtue of
their transness. Perhaps, my quilt slyly suggests, Rauschenberg might have made something like
this if he’d continued making cyanotypes while out of the closet, outside of his life as a straight
married man.
For my first quilt piece, I carried bedsheets treated with cyanotype material onto my
apartment building’s roof. Separately, I created cyanotypes of my two life partners, Eli and
Stephen. I would spread the sheet out as quickly as possible on the roof’s hot surface, since we
needed full sunlight, then rush off as my model rushed into the pose I wanted. In the final image,
both bodies are duplicated and fragmented—not even Stephen and Eli can reliably tell which
body parts belong to who. Precisely through this lack of detail, the quilt reveals an image of an
orgy in which the bodies meld, their identity markers unclear, leaving the viewer to imagine
what physicality produced this piece. (Sure, it was lovers moving around on bedsheets—but not
like that!) Through this balance of legibility and illegibility, I have challenged myself to create a
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movement out of a medium that demands stillness—a kind of unhindered ecstasy, as opposed to
the uncharacteristically careful shapes Rauschenberg produced in his collaboration with Weil.
Muñoz writes, “Queerness is illegible and therefore lost in relation to the straight minds’
mapping of space” (Muñoz 72). Utilizing a historical process to create an image that could have
been made centuries ago, this work suggests an undefined timespan that calls in an
intergenerational/ancestral connection. Queer bodies from decades ago touch those from today
and tomorrow.
By mining and repurposing the archive, I bind then and now into a fictional landscape
where time is layered rather than linear. The archives I explore to make works like work title
The Waterfront are those of photo enthusiasts who were making images from the 1950s to the
1980s. These are the decades in which photography became commonplace and technically
accessible in the United States; at the same time, generations of queers witnessed the beginnings
of the Gay Liberation movement of the 1950s and 1960s, the economic crisis of the 1970s, and
the identification of HIV/AIDS in the 1980s. In recent years, there has been increased interest in
the art and archives of queer artists who produced work during this time and who were affected
by AIDS. Archives and organizations such as the LGBTQ National Archive or Visual Aids
attempt to preserve these histories, as have many museum exhibitions over the past decade—yet
we are still left with a mere fraction of the memoirs, archives, and canvases that could have been
preserved. When I search through these tiny archives, I feel these absences. There are huge
holes in these histories because, as queer people died, their families did not recognize the value
of their art, images, and writing.

My collage-based work visualizes what the queer theorist

Elizabeth Freeman might call a “beautiful (w)hole,” utilizing the nearly discarded histories that
have been thoughtfully preserved.
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Through this approach to archives and historically significant sites, my work incorporates
and visualizes intergenerational yearning. As a gay man born in the mid 1980s, I am part of
what has been called the AIDS orphan generation. We are the children of a queer ancestral
legacy fractured by an ongoing epidemic. Many people who would have been here to mentor me
died before I had a chance to know them. Instead, they talk to me through what remains, and
through the memories of those who remain to carry history and grief. (This is part of why
community elders like Ceyenne and Victoria are so important to me.) I have taken these
accounts from the past and combined them with my own out of a desire to repair the
conversational gap that AIDS created.
This work is not only about a sense of mourning the past—but imagining the future
always means acknowledging grief. Muñoz writes, “it is important not to be content to let failed
revolutions be merely finite moments. Instead we should consider them to be the blueprints to a
better world that queer utopian aesthetics supply” (citation page number). The AIDS epidemic
cast the sexual revolutions of the 1960s and 1970s in a new light, renaturalizing the connection
between sexual liberation, suffering, and death. We must free ourselves of this puritanical cycle
and see the possibilities that this past revolution can have for our future. My collages collect
fragments from then and now—not out of nostalgia, but out of the knowledge that history
contains traces of potentiality worth fusing with those of the present. In works such as For Will
and For Chip I combine the two approaches I’ve described, collaging both archival photographs
and my own. This time, unlike in The Waterfront, I have printed them in monochromatic
cyanotype tones, and as I did in my collaged quilt, I have inverted them and cut them up—and
instead of opting for clearer images, I have embraced the often-degraded quality of these old
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vernacular photographs. The blue recalls architectural blueprints, evoking both Bloch’s
determination that art is the “pre-appearance” of the future and Munoz’s demand that it remain
indeterminate, while also reflecting the blues of grief and loss.
This sense of loss comes from several places for me. For one thing, I am currently
watching gentrification slowly erode the spaces these images depict, safe for freaks and
frightening to others—abandoned warehouses, derelict alleyways. Readers familiar with the
queer literature around New York’s gentrification may recognize the name “Chip” as the
moniker of queer sci-fi writer and social critic Samuel R. Delany, whose writings, including the
classic Times Square Red, Times Square Blue, have chronicled the Disneyfication of my city.
These collages have a Xerox-like grittiness to them that conveys the same sense of rapidity and
cheapness I associate with the punk concert flyers and political leaflets I’ve spent a lifetime
around—to be clear, my entrance into creativity was attending my first show at CBGB’s when I
was eleven, where I saw a man get brutally beaten. When I say that I have witnessed what
happens in the in-between spaces, I mean it. For another thing, the title of “For Will” refers to
my best friend, Will Leffler, aka Mind Detergent, who died on New Year’s Eve, 2019. The
image in the background of “For Will” is the outline of Will’s face, his tongue ghostly exiting his
mouth. Will’s art—graffiti, paintings, tattoos, and things I can’t describe—and his life—
itinerant, utterly free, spent riding trains and making art—both inspire me to imagine and work
towards a world that might have deserved Will, and might therefore have worked to help him
struggle through the addiction that eventually brought about his death. Perhaps Chip would have
understood and appreciated Will—his work often focuses on beautiful men who are homeless
and unwashed, and whose ideas about the world Chip treats as if they belong to Socrates. Will
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was an important American artist. Straight forms of thinking through time and history cannot
understand Will, and will not ever.
I’ve mentioned my use of the long exposure here several times, and here let me expand
upon it a little. The earliest photographs, made in the mid nineteenth century, required several
minutes or up to several hours to produce an exposure. Referencing these early photographic
approaches, I create long-exposure photographs (in color) that balance a sense of then with a
sense of now by combining both the sense of duration associated with photographs of the
nineteenth century with color images only associated with the past few decades. A longexposure photograph contains a warping of time unique to photography. Elizabeth Freeman
writes, “The pause does not signal an interval between one thing and another; it is itself a thing,
analytically and experientially available, that reveals the ligaments binding the past and the
present” (Freeman 155). A static print that records movement over time resists the common
perception of photography as freezing a moment in time while also revealing something that
could not otherwise be seen by the naked eye or through another instrument.
Beyond this, though, I also use the long exposure to produce not a smear of motion, but a
single image that incorporates a sequence of frozen actions within one frame. The work of
painter Thomas Eakins (1844–1916) has informed this aspect of my practice. Eakins was a man
who desired other men, and he utilized photography in predominantly nude male figure studies
of motion to inform his paintings. His photographs are compelling on their own as ways of
rethinking time and motion; they are also among the earliest homoerotic photographs, all the
more marginal for their status as reference material rather than “art.” Eakins worked
contemporaneously with the more well-known Eadwaerd Muybridge, both attempting to making
high-speed motion visible to the eye. Whereas Muybridge chose to produce sequences of images
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using multiple cameras set up in a row, Eakins produced multiple exposures within one plate to
reveal action over time in one field. I choose to revisit this approach within my photography
through long-exposure, specifically of the nude form within the natural landscape. A selfportrait titled Cruising (Janus), 2021, is a long-exposure image I made in an historic and active
cruising spot near Provincetown, depicting my nude silhouetted figure at twilight. The long
exposure allows my movements to be recorded as my body turns toward the camera. The motion
of my head, from looking out at the horizon to looking toward the camera, mimics the moments
of recognition between two people before and during a cruising engagement. (Indeed, I did have
sex soon after this photograph was taken, and with the man I am looking at in the photograph.)
The blurry image, borrowing long exposure from the past and combining it with the
contemporary signifier of color, represents an elongated cruising of then until now, in which
feeling is valued more than understanding.
Twilight is a transitional moment, brief and beautiful: the waterfront between night and
day. My first show in New York documenting my community and my families was called
“Twilight Children.” As I meditate on this image of me, with my two faces, at the waterfront, in
twilight, I am reminded of Delany’s 1988 autobiography The Motion of Light in Water: Sex and
Science Fiction Writing in the East Village, in which he describes an evening of his youth spent
cruising the piers of New York City’s Hudson River, not far from my current studio. When I
have felt frustrated with this work, I have often walked to those piers to stare down into the
water. Along with so many queers past and present, I have experienced a powerful connection
between time and place through queerness. This bond is both fragile and unassailable. It is a
fleeting connection easily severed by the light of day or the arrival of a subway car; it also
persists in spite of deeply rooted fear and hatred of queer people. “Later, pausing for minutes, I
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stood at the great beam along the edge of the water. Beyond the covered dock to the south, the
sky was getting light. Looking to the west, I saw the black had taken a blue glaze. The water
shook and shimmered with the cobalt reflection” (Delaney 154). I look back in order to look
forward, forward in order to look back. Or am I looking both ways at once?
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